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3CW a.:n. Tlraday November 1

Mrs. Melr ayeek very precise reasswACnees that the US will
stick to previaos udestadings with Israel e the subject of peace
negotiations. Therefore. I am attachiag a detailed paper which
provider for yewr refereOne the esuhragen erreeding the August 4.
1970. cessefire. Mrs. Meir allded to that in her speech anouacing
acceptance of the present eeasefre. You may want to refresh your
memory on those euchanges with a glance at the attachment. This
mem. pats those issues in the more general content.

Israeli Position

I assume that the first order of business will be to gain agreement
on arrangements to stablltse the ceasefire. The Israelis will find
it difficult to pull back, will make a majer issue of the prisoner
exchange and will probably want to give more precision to the general
understanding you resehed with Ismail Fahmi. For lastance, she
may insist on an understanding of exactly where the lines will be before
any movement; she might insist on an Israeli right to inspect the convoys
along with the UN; she might insist on an nderstaadiag about the
movement of the members of the Third Army themselves.

Beyond the specifies of the package for stabilixing the ceasefire.
she will seek reassurance on two general points:

1. She will want to be reassured that the US and the Soviet
Union are not working out the terms of a final peace behind
Israel's back. She will insist that the negotiations be a
genuine exchange between Israel and the Arabs and that the
Soviet role be minimal.
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Z. She will insist O a US premise that Israel will be allowed
to nmettste Lo sgnifICat bhadary change.

I is peseltM h she will pft these quewtias is temns of whether
the uW still stas by pre s .a.mmitmenb sek as those in the
Pruesiet's lte of Jaly no 1970 (Tab3 ande maahed meme).
Cr4al1 mne those sassarnces is that "we will al0 adhere strictly
and firmly to the fudamastal principle that there must be a peace
agaement Ia which each af the parties mrtakes reciprecal bit-
itioset theother and that no Lsrael selder shorld be iithdraws

I from the e lset territoriesdati a binding ceatesetat piahe
es agreemwent aatisartory te yue bas been achlevwe " That lettr also

ileliaed prelnise that the US will not press.israel to accept a refugee
solutiot which weald alter andnaestally the Jewish character of the
state of Israel r jeopsrdise Israel's se lerity.
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are The following points are intended simply to provide a framework for
the kind of positlaa you AIght take:

sh 1. i beleve that, despite the tra wa that Istrael has suffered
from being attacked, we are in as strong a position now as we
have been er may be in the futare to move toward the fundamental
peace agreement that is crucial to Isrtal's survival.

-- this war has demonstrated that the Arabs will not
capitulate merely as a result of getting used to the 197-73
situation. That situation is unstable. Israel cannot "go iU
alone. " h i essetal now to achieve peace through diptooacry
from a position of Ieraell strength.

-- Th'is crisis bas also demonstrated that those who have called
-- =t the Middle EAst situation dangerous to world peace were aut

wrong. The near confrontation between the US and the Sovit
Union a week ago leaves no doubt about this. Thiis is not just
as losee for the US. Lt is a issue of vital importance to
Israel which depends on US support.
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2. It is important Sow that we shift fcuas to the right Issue.
The United States has aegulvecably supported the sarvival
sad the well-being of 1arael. It has aot supported the right of
Israel to heMl ascup.ed territory lawa= y. While we are
prepared to allow Israel to negotiate for what it ca get within
reasomahle wimits, -we have so interest ia a confrontation whrer e
the major issue is Lerael's right to espand.

3. It is vital for the sake of peace negatstuio a firellas lo,
the sake of the us-USSR relattoshlp that the terms of Resolution
338 be respected. It would not make sense for the US and USSR
to have a confrotation or to lose the chance for serious peace
negotiations for the sake of Israel's right to maintain a position
sutrrouading Sues City. The time has now come when it is
necessary to think less in terms of short term tactical military
advantage sad more La terms of building the strongest possible
positioa for the negotlations ahead which are the real issue. We
must not be diverted from that central Issue.

4. Whe will censult very closely with Israel as the peace negotiations
are arranged and as they proceed. At this point, there are some
general com ments that need to be made.

-- We have already produced the face-to-face meeting
between Egyptians and Israelis that Israel has for some
years said is essential if peace is to be made. Our view
is that the peace negotiations should be conducted in the
same manner.

-- We are prepared to allow Israel to bargala for whatever
terms it can get. We do want to make clear that the US is
not optimistic about Israel's success in trying to negotiate
major aorder changes. We would urge that a great deal af
attention be gives to the main issue of how security can ie
achieved by maeans other than significant border changes.

-- We have taken Israel's word that once there are face-to-
face negotiations we will be surprised at haw flexiale Israel
will :se. Ihese negotiations will succeed only if each side
is prepared to put on the taole positons that have some
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chance of providiag a base for eventual agreemeat. Having
now prodased ths epertuanity for fase-to-face aegotiations,
we will sot adersIad any effort to stalemate those
aegettations by putting ferward unrealistic propositions.

--It may be aeeessary in establishiag sae mtomentum
fer these megestaties to break the suaject matter down
Lato menageable unite and steps. It may be necessary,. for
tastance, to thIk'in tesmaw . tret phase ia thee plea' en-
tation of a faml Niaunint Eic could be earried out while
lager terna sese are being diseased. Israel may wish
to gite saome thought to what it would waft and what it would
be prepared to give to produce sauch an agreement. For
instance, althagh Israel's positto Is to seek boundary
changes. It would seem essential that Israel be prepared to
state that it will negotiate a final peace agreement without
any preconditions or rigid precoeeptions as to what the
flial *stckme weld be.

-- The US has accepted a Soviet role La the formal negotiations
to the extent we would provide the aasptces for the peace
confereaee and be available to help keep them going if
necessary. I can assure you that we recoganse that there
will be a seed for a more private negotiating track, and
our strategy is that the US would conduct those segottations
with a mininum of Soviet involvement.

5. The purpose of my trip to the Middle East is to try to
achieve an understandiag with President Sadat and other Aran
leaders of a set of general principles which would govern the
process which we hope to begin. We will not be advancing an
American plan for the final terms of a settlement.
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